We will teach you how to
capture the magic underwater!!
Our Underwater Digital Photographer Specialty Course is designed to teach the student how to
capture memories from under the sea. Since diving 'exposes' people to a completely new world
of both visual and physical sensations, we have
'developed' this course so that each student has an
opportunity to bring to the surface images from their
special experience.
Learning how to properly take photos under the
sea combines sound buoyancy skills with an artistic
flair. The course enables each of our students to
utilize a 3-dimensional canvass to produce many
aesthetically pleasing images from the multitude of creatures that live beneath the surface. During
this course, we 'focus' on proper lighting, framing, camera angles and composition.
Given the fact there is so much to see and appreciate underwater, each shot taken produces an
image that actually freezes time; it will never again be seen in exactly the same way.

Our course includes the following:


One Classroom Session



Underwater Photography Manual



Color-Balance Slate



Two Open Water Dives



Photo Review Session



Certification Card

Our Digital Underwater Photographer Course will teach you camera tips, techniques and
maintenance.

We discuss the advantages of digital

photography versus that of film and educate you
regarding proper resolution, basic editing techniques,
white-balance adjustment and color loss underwater.
During our dives, we’ll explore macro photography
including proper focus & composition as well as general
interest photography and considerations involved when
taking photos during a night dive.
Our course will show you how to avoid flooding in order to
preserve your equipment, while providing you an
excellent opportunity to further hone your skills and
confidence, as you bring the beauty from under the sea,
to the surface. This course also counts as one more step
toward your Master Scuba Diver Certification.

Be sure to join us –
It’ll be a “snap” for you!!
Please contact the Dive Center Today to Register!

